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ABSTRACT
An inner product is defined on a commutative Banach algebra with an essential involution
and the resultant inner product space is shown to be a topological algebra. Several conditions for
its completeness are established and moreover, a decomposition theorem is proved. It is shown that
every commutative Banach algebra with an essential involution has an auxiliary norm which turns
it into an A*-algebra.
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INTRODUCTION
Several methods have been used to introduce inner products on Banach spaces and Banach algebras and study these structures through Hilbert space properties. One such method is the
famous Gerfand-Naimark-Segal (GNS) construction (see for instance, [3]). Cohen [2] denned an
inner product on a commutative semi-simple Banach algebra using the Gel'fand transformations
and a probability measure on the maximal ideal space. He established several results pertaining to
the completeness of the resultant inner product space, the closure property of ideals and the decomposition of the Banach algebra. For instance, let .A be a commutative semi-simple Banach algebra
and Ai the resultant inner product space, then it is shown in [2] that At is a topological algebra.
Moreover, if A is an A*-atgebra then any maximal ideal, M, is Ai -closed if Mx 4 {0}- In this
case A can be decomposed as: A = M © Mx.
In this paper we develop another technique to define an inner product on a commutative
Banach algebra A with an essential involution, by means of a probability measure JJ on the set S
of all states of A. We show that the resultant inner product space Au is a topological algebra (not
necessarily a normed algebra) and discuss the completeness of A,,. Moreover, we prove that every
maximal ideal U with M1 4 {0 }, is A^-closed and get a decomposition of A = M © Mx. We
present these results in Sees. 1 and 2. Denote by P( S) the set of all probability measures on S.
Then it is well-known that P( 5) is convex and weak "-compact. In Sec, 3, we define an "intrinsic"
norm on A by taking the supremum of all such norms (derived from the inner products) over P( S).
It is shown that the resultant normed space, denoted by A,, is a normed algebra satisfying the C*condition as well. Thus we conclude that every commutative Banach algebra with an essential
involution has an auxiliary norm which turns it into an ^'-algebra.

1.

AN INNER PRODUCT

Recall some basic definitions. Let A = {A,\\ • ||) be a complex commutative unital
Banach algebra with an involution x —* x*. A linear functional / defined on A is called positive if
f(xx*) > 0 for all x € A. A. state is a positive linear functional / with ||/|| = 1. An involution in
A is called essential if for every non-zero element x £ A there exists a positive linear functional
/o such that /o ( M * ) f 0. It can be shown that, in a Banach algebra with an essential involution,
for every non-zero element x there exists a positive linear functional / such that f(x) ^ 0 [4,
p.61]. Remark that a commutative Banach algebra with an essential involution is an algebra without
radical [4, p.63] and hence the involution is automatically continuous [6, p.276]. For more details
about an essential involution we refer to [4],
We asssume throughout this paper that the involution in a commutative Banach algebra
A is essential (without mentioning it explicitly). Denote by S the set of all states on A. Then S is
a weak*-compact convex subset of the dual of A (3, p. 115]. Let p be a probability measure which

satisfies the condition of being positive on non-empty open sets. That such measures exist follows
from the following result.
Lemma 1.1
Let A be separable. Then there exists a probability measure
positive on non-empty sets.

on S which is

For instance, if A is separable, then S being weak *-compact is metrizable and hence
separable [6, p. 68]. Let {/„} be a countable dense subset of S and put
/i = JT)™ a aH6ft, where £ n oB = 1, an > 0, aB £ R and 6/ is the Dirac measure at / . Then p is
a probability measure which is positive on the non-empty open sets.
Definition

1.1 For each x, y in A, define

<«IMlMMr.
where a is some positive constant and r( y) denotes the spectral radius of y. Here we have used the
fact that /(xyy*x*) < r( yy*)f( xx*) [1]. This shows that multiplication is separatey continuous.
In a topological algebra the closure of an ideal is also an ideal and each maximal ideal is
always j4-closed. We now want to show that a maximal ideal is also A^-closed.
Wefirstprove the following
Lemma 1.2
Let L be any non-zero ideal in A. Then the orthogonal complement, Ll, of L is
also an ideal and L1 j A.
Proof

Let a e L, b e L1 and x £ A. Then

{x,y) =
(a,bx) = [ f(ax*b*)dii{f) = (ax',b) = 0,
Js

We now show that {x,y) defines an inner product on A.
Theorem 1.1

since ax* € L. This implies that bx £ Lx. Hence LL is an ideal.

(i, y) is an inner product on A.

Proof
It is easy to see that (at, y) is linear in x, conjugate linear in y and (x, x) > 0. To
complete the proof, all we need to show is non-degeneracy, i.e. {x,x) = 0 implies that I = 0.
Now (x, x) = 0 means that / f(xx*)dn(,f) = 0 which implies that f(xx') = 0 for almost
every / £ S. If x j 0 then there exists a state / e 5 such that f(xx") f 0. Therefore, the set
{ / £ S : f{xx') y 0 } is non-empty. This is also an open set because the mapping / —> f(xx")
is continuous by definition of the weak ""-topology of S- Since ^ is positive on non-empty open
sets, hence it follows that the integral f f(xx')dji{f)
J 0. This contradiction proves the theorem.
Remark 1.1
[4, p.64-65].

If A is a symmetric algebra without radical then the-involution is always essential

We shall denote the norm derived from the inner product by || • ||M and the resultant inner
product space by A^.

To prove that L1- J A, let us assume the contrary. Consider any non-zero o in L and
suppose that e £ L 1 . Then (aa*,e) = 0, since QO* £ L. But {oo*,e) = {a, a) = 0 implies that
a = 0 which is a contradiction. This completes the proof.
The following result gives a decomposition of A.
Theorem 1.3
If M is a maximal ideal of A such that M1- =f {0}, then M is AM-closed.
Moreover, A can be decomposed as: A = M © Mx.
Proof
Let M1- i- {0}, then by Lemma 1.2, M±L is a proper ideal which includes M. This
implies that M = M±A-, and hence M is A^-closed.
Let B = M + M±. Then B is also an ideal, since M and U± are so. As M 1 i {0 }, M
is properly contained in B. Hence by the maximality of M we get that B = A.

The following Corollary follows immediately.
Corollary

2.

1.1 For each x and y in A

COMPLETENESS OF A,,
In this section we present some results about the completeness of A^.

2) ML. - IMI,:

Theorem 2.1
Let X be a Banach space with respect to the norms || ; ||i and || • || 2 . If there
exists a constant k such that ||a:|[, < *||a;||j for all x £ X, then the two norms are equivalent.

3) if x and y are self-adjoint, then {x, y) is real.
Theorem 1.2

The proof follows from Banach's bounded inverse theorem, see for instance [5, p.77].

A? is a topological algebra.

Proof
It is enough to show that multiplication is separately continuous. If we fix y in A, then
for all x £ A

-V\\l= JsI

Js

Theorem 2.2

A^ is a Hilbert space if and only if both the norms || • || and | j • ||^ are equivalent.

Proof
Obviously if the two norms are equivalent, then A^ is complete since A is complete
with respect to || • ||.

Conversely, assume that A^ is a Hilbert space. Since ||i|j M < /3||i|| for some constant /3,
then it follows from Theorem 2.1 that the norms are equivalent.

Proof
Let us fix i in A and consider the function $t: P( S) -> R given by $x (ft) = 111]| J.
Then iM a/Ji + fat) = a^x(p\) + j8tf,(/ij), VJH, pi € P( S) and for a, f$ non-negative reals
such that a + j3 = 1. We need to show that there exists pa an extreme point of P( S) such that

Let A be the set of all non-zero complex multiplicative homomorphisms of A, equipped
with its Gel'fand topology. The set A is usually called the maximal ideal space of A.
Definition
2.1 Foreachi € A, define the spectral radius norm ofito be jjx||r = sup{|£(fc)|:
h g A }, where x is the Gel'fand transform associated with x. Denote by AT = {A,\\ • || r ). Ar is a
normed algebra.
Note that for all i € A, \\x\\p < ai||z|| r < ai||i||. for some positive constants a\,ai.
As a consequence of Theorem 2.2 we get that, if A? is a Hilbert space then all the three norms are
equivalent and hence Ar is complete. Also AT is isometric to the subalgebra of Gel'fand transform ations of C{ A ) via the mapping x —> x. Thus we have:
Corollary
2.1 Let X^ be a Hilbert space. Then the subalgebra of Gel 'fand transformations of
C(A) is closed.
Theorem 23
dimensional.

Let A be an j4'-algebra. Then A^ is a Hilbert space if and only if A is finite

U

sup

V»i( Mo) •

Let Po = 0J 1 ( {M}) C P( S) • Then ft is a non-empty, convex and weak
•-compact subset of P ( 5 ) . By Krein-Milman theorem (see for instance, [6]), there exists an
extreme point, /io, of Po. We claim that /io is also an extreme point of all of P( 5). If this were not
the case, then there exist/ii and/i 2 inP(S),/ii, jij 0 Pa; anda,/? > 0 witha + y3= 1 such that
pa = a/n + 0fi2. By convexity of ^ x , 4>x(iio) = atMMi) + W . ( w ) . we immediately get that
either V*X(MI ) > Af or i/it(/i2) > At. This contradicts the hypothesis. Hence pa is an extreme
point of P ( 5 ) . Thus we have shown that ||i||J is attained and moreover, on the extreme point of
P(S). Therefore, ||x||J = f f(xx*)dtiO(f), which proves the lemma.
Since the extreme points of P(S) correspond to the Dirac measures we have po = 6/,
for some fx £ S. This implies that ||a;||J =fi/,(<p)= / , ( n * ) <JX depending only on x and it may
not be unique), where the function <p ; S -+ R is given by <p(f) = f(xx*). Thus we have

The proof of Theorem 2.3 mainly follows the arguments similar to that of Cohen [2].
Corollary
3.

||x||J= sup f(xx*).

THE INTRINSIC NORM AND SOM E OF ITS PROPERTIES

Consider the set P(S) of all probability measures on S. It is well-known that P(S) is
convex and weak ""-compact.
Definition

3.1 For each x e A define

3.1 For each x € A

H/ll-1

Let us again fix x in A and consider the function ip{f) = f(_xx"). Then <p is a convex
function.
Proceeding as in Lemma 3.1, one proves that there exists a state fx which is an extreme
point of S and

[MI; = /,(**•)
Obviously, the supremum is always attained and ||a;||, satisfies all the axioms of a norm. Denote
by A, = (i4,|H|.).
Theorem 3.1

A, is a topological algebra.

The proof is immediate from Theorem 1.2,

But, then fx must be multiplicative (see [6, p. 286]).
Summarizing all this we have
Theorem 3.2
Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with an essential involution. Then for
each x 6 A there exists a state fx, which is an extreme point of S, such that

We shall need the following
Lemma 3.1
For each x € A there exists a measure po £ P(S) which is an extreme point of
the convex set P( S) such that

IM£ = /.(**•).
Now, we prove the following
Lemma 3.2

A, is a normed algebra and moreover, |
6

Proof
Let x, y € A. By Theorem 3.2, there exists fXill such that
ll^vllJ = fx,v(.xyy'x"). Note lhat /,,,„ is multiplicative. Therefore, it follows that
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Remark 3.1
The norm introduced so far seems to depend upon the original norm of A. However, for a commutative unital Banach "-algebra, one has

where M = {/ 6 S : f is multiplicative}. Therefore, the norm is, in fact, intrinsic.
Using Lemma 3.2 we get our main result.
Theorem 3.3
Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with an essential involution. Then
there exists an auxiliary norm || • j | , on A such that A becomes an
A*-algebra.
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